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Cefn Brith Home of John Penri

IT Training from Trimast – Rob Picken

Two training days were arranged – 9th and 16th August. These were to train four new 
people to update the history society’s website and to refresh others who trained four
years ago.

The history society has three laptops, which needed updating before the days. They 
were then distributed to the group. Other people brought their own laptops. 

Workspace was set up in the Alexandra Hall where the drop-down screen could be used 
by Rob.

The first day was taken up with familiarising people with how the website works and how 
the back-end is accessed and how it works. There are two distinct sections – one for the 
general information and one for the virtual tour of properties.

The second day was taken up with detailed work on creating new pages for the main site 
(the WW1 listing in particular) and new zones for the virtual tour.

Two people agreed to spend time taking photographs for the virtual tour, whilst the rest 
agreed to focus on information gained from the censuses about the local inhabitants. 
Gaynor Williams has already begun work on Cefn Brith to expand the John Penry 
information and to research the properties arounf Cefn Brith. Sue Lilly agreed to deal
with the WW1 section, which had been empty. Rob said his company would deal with the 
Welsh section of the homepage.

The World War 1 section is now populated with the 14 local men who lost their lives. 
There are still pictures to be added and some information to be checked. Cefn Brith 
information is beginning to appear and a long article on John Penry has now been added 
to the pages on local people.

Heather Fowler (a new resident of Llangammarch) said how much she enjoyed the days 
and was looking forward to uploading local information about the properties.
Sue Lilly


